Planter
Mist

MODEL 69141

More than just for watering flowers, a versatile and corrosion resistant sprayer for many different spray applications....ideal for...

Plant care:
• Mist house plant and Patio plant.
• Foliar feed plants.
• Control pests and disease of flower, vegetable, shrubs...
• Disinfect, clean, remove mildew...

Do-it-yourself applications:
• Apply rug and furniture protectants.
• Kill ants, silverfish, roaches, etc.
• Apply wallpaper remover.
• Sealers and many semi-transparent stains....
• Home Cleaning Jobs....etc.

ORDERING INFORMATION
& MATERIAL

WORKING CAPACITY —— 1.25 LTR
BOTTLE —— HDPE
PUMP —— HDPE
DISCHARGE —— HDPE
PACKING —— 10 PCS/CARTON
WEIGHT —— 4 KGS
CBM —— 0.043

Specifications herein subject to change without notice or obligation.